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Featured Application: There are 3 applications used in this study. (1) Esri’s ArcGIS is used for modeling/visualization geo-spatial data and publishing 3D web mapping application; (2) MathWorks’s MATLAB is used for borehole data preprocessing and liquefaction hazard assessment; (3) Robert McNeel & Associates’s Rhino/Grasshopper is used for developing improved IDW algorithm.

Abstract: Traditional inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation is a process employed to estimate unknown values based on neighborhoods in 2D space. Proposed in this study is an improved IDW interpolation method that uses 3D search neighborhoods for effective interpolation on vertically connected observation data, such as water level, depth, and altitude. Borehole data are the data collected by subsurface boring activities and exhibit heterogeneous spatial distribution as they are densely populated near civil engineering or construction sites. In addition, they are 3D spatial data that show different subsurface characteristics by depth. The subsurface characteristics observed as such are used as core data in spatial modeling in fields, such as geology modeling, estimation of groundwater table distribution, global warming assessment, and seismic liquefaction assessment, among others. Therefore, this study proposed a seismic liquefaction assessment and mapping workflow using an improved IDW application by combining geographic information system (GIS) (ArcGIS (Esri, Redlands, CA, USA)), NURBS-based 3D CAD system (Rhino/Grasshopper (Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, WA, USA)), and numerical analysis system (MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)). The 3D neighborhood search was conducted by the B-rep-based 3D topology analysis, and the mapping was done under the 2.5D environment by combining the voxel layer, DEM, and aerial images. The experiment was performed by collecting data in Songpa-gu, Seoul, which has the highest population density among the OECD countries. The results of the experiment showed between 7 and 105 areas with liquefaction potentials according to the search distance and the method of the approach. Finally, this study improved users’ accessibility to interpolation results by producing a 3D web app that used REST API based on OGC I3S Standards. Such an approach can be applied effectively in spatial modeling that uses 3D observation data, and in the future, it can contribute to the expansion of 3D GIS application.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Spatial interpolation is a technique that estimates an unknown value in a location not sampled from spatiotemporally distributed known values. It is widely used as a raster-based spatial analysis in topographic modeling [1], fine dust assessment [2], climate
modeling [3], landslide risk assessment [4], and even medical image analysis [5]. The estimation of an unknown value in interpolation is determined by the spatial relationship, which can be defined differently by the neighborhood search method. In the case of a square-based grid, the neighborhoods are typically Rook, Bishop, and Queen that determine four or eight neighboring cells, and to minimize the edge effect of the square grid, a hexagon grid can be used (Figure 1) [6,7]. However, such traditional raster-based neighborhood analysis is performed based on the assumption of a 2D vector space and is limitedly applied to observation data distributed in 3D space (i.e., fine dust assessment by altitude using a drone [8], borehole-based geology modeling [9], marine environment assessment [10]). As such, the data observed in the spatial context, such as water level, depth, or altitude, exhibit both horizontal and vertical connectivity. Thus, a neighborhoods search during interpolation also needs to be performed in 3D space, and a more realistic spatial modeling can be possible via 3D interpolation. Therefore, this study proposed an improved interpolation method using 3D search neighborhoods and attempted to examine the results by applying them to actual cases.

**Figure 1.** Neighborhood types in a grid system.

1.2. Literature Review

1.2.1. Borehole Data

The borehole data collected from boring activities are managed by the boring coordinates, ground level and depth, geological information by depth, and site test results (standard penetration test). In other words, the boring coordinates represent a horizontal position and using the relative height between depth and ground level, a vertical position of the borehole location can be determined. The processed borehole data becomes 3D spatial data that can browse geological information by depth. Such georeferenced borehole data can be utilized in various spatial modeling, such as geology modeling [11], estimation of groundwater table distribution [12], global warming assessment [13], seismic liquefaction assessment [14], among others. However, due to the characteristics of the boring environment, subsurface boring results show a heterogeneous spatial arrangement where they are distributed linearly near the roads or are densely populated near housing sites, as opposed to general observation data that are randomly distributed. Therefore, they are limited in the application of geostatistical spatial interpolation to which spatial arrangement is important. Furthermore, since individual boreholes are composed of 3D coordinates, general 2D interpolation methods are limited in completely reflecting the characteristics of borehole data that are densely distributed in a vertical direction of the ground surface.

1.2.2. Spatial Interpolation Methods

Spatial interpolation can be categorized into point interpolation and areal interpolation [15]. While both methods are identical in that they both estimate unknown values on a location that is not sampled from spatiotemporally distributed observation data, they are used in completely different geographical problems [16]. Generally, areal interpolation uses simple areal weighting [17] or dasymetric mapping [18], and these are applied to reassign the spatial unit of the observed data [19]. On the other hand, the point interpolation can be further categorized into local neighborhood approach-based interpolation (i.e., IDW, Natural neighbor interpolation, TIN), geostatistical approach-based interpolation (i.e., Krig-
ing), and variational approach-based interpolation (i.e., Spline), and as has been discussed, it can often perform spatial modeling through the estimation of an unknown value or resample the raster data resolution [20]. Since the aim of this study is the interpolation of 3D point data distributed in 3D space, the literature on areal interpolation is not reviewed additionally.

The point interpolation that is most widely used in geographical information systems (GIS) these days applies to inverse distance weighting (IDW) and Kriging. By characteristics, there exist improved models of these methods (i.e., Multivariate blended IDW surfaces and volumes [20–23], Co-Kriging [24], Empirical Bayesian Kriging [25,26], but these are basically identical in that the closer the distance between a cell with an unknown value and neighborhoods with known values, the stronger the correlation that is assumed. The biggest difference between IDW and Kriging is that Kriging is a probabilistic interpolation method that determines the weighting value based not only on distance but on spatial autocorrelation toward observed data, and it produces an interpolation function based on a covariance or variogram model [27]. Due to such characteristics, it is effective in fields with a spatial arrangement from a geostatistical perspective, such as mining and petroleum, geochemistry, geology, and ecology [20]. In addition, as a new approach for voxel data processing and visualization in recent years, 3D search neighborhoods-based 3D Empirical Bayesian Kriging is being applied to GIS applications [28].

On the other hand, IDW is a deterministic interpolation method that determines weight based on the distance between neighborhoods and a location with unknown values and estimates unknown values by assigning the weighting value to neighboring observation data. As such, IDW has a simple basic assumption and offers efficient processing, but its disadvantage is that it generates local extrema on the estimation surface (Figure 2). Due to such characteristics, IDW is limited in topographic modeling that reproduces natural (or smooth) local shapes, rather than the quantitative evaluation of the interpolation predictive capabilities.

![Image of interpolated DEMs](image)

**Figure 2.** Interpolation of a DEM: (a) Ordinary Kriging (spherical variogram); (b) IDW; (c) Regularized Spline; (d) Tension Spline.

These traditional interpolation methods could not satisfy the requirements that should be considered in 3D space since they were developed assuming 2D spatial modeling. Thus, many scholars suggested an improved method related to traditional interpolation
in terms of 3D search neighbors and an interpolation function. When considering the
interpolation method, Yang et al. proposed a Kriging approach based on a divide-and
conquer strategy through linear combination on multiple prediction results to improve
the classical Co-Kriging method where all the input data are fitted at once [29]. Moreover,
Car et al. proposed an effective method to recreate uniform meshes from point cloud
data through improved interpolation based on the Radial Basis Function (RBF) [30], and
it is similar to Dual Kriging [27]. These 3D interpolation methods provide modeling
results that more concern the real world but have limits on reflecting the borehole data
that have a vertically dense distribution. In 2D GIS, the search area is generalized to a
circle, and the search distance to a radius. Yet, for vertically concentrated data, such as
borehole data, searching neighbors by using an asymmetrical distance in a 3D space is
more desirable than to search a neighbor by using the same distance for every direction.
3D search neighborhoods improvement is important in the spatial interpolation method
since the outcome may greatly vary depending on the approach determining the neighbors
though the interpolation function is the same. In terms of 3D search neighborhoods, Liu
et al. proposed 3D search neighborhoods based on a constrained Delaunay triangulation
and the large scaled 3D geological modeling method based on borehole data using IDW
interpolation (Figure 3a) [31].

![Figure 3. 3D search neighborhoods: (a) Constrained Delaunay triangle-based approach [31]; (b) Two search-grid surround boxes-based approach [9].](image)

And Sun et al. proposed an improved IDW in which they created a bounding box
in vertical and horizontal directions, which is indexed from the location with unknown
values, and used it in the neighborhood search for interpolation (Figure 3b) [9]. an approach
was used in separating and running the neighborhood search distance horizontally and
vertically, and is advantageous in effectively reflecting the characteristics of borehole data
that are densely populated vertically. However, neighborhood search by using Delaunay
triangle has limitation on explicit search distance limits. In addition, horizontal/vertical
bounding box-based approach that converts the Rook that searches neighbors perpendicular
to the XY axis into the XY and XZ axes, and thus, it is limited in searching neighborhoods
located diagonally.

In order to alleviate the problems, this study proposed an improved IDW algorithm
to which fine spheroid-based 3D search neighborhoods is applied, which can search all
directional neighborhoods. This approach can maintain the accuracy of IDW interpolation,
which is the most actively used in 3D geological modeling and can efficiently expand the
traditional search neighborhood method to a 3D environment. Finally, proposed IDW
results were examined by performing the seismic liquefaction assessment and mapping.
2. Research Method

2.1. Preprocessing of Experiment Data

The coordinates of borehole data sometimes are recorded in different coordinate systems by period. If no coordinate system is clearly described during the recording, data can be unified into a correct coordinate system using georeferencing based on aerial image data under a well-known coordinate system. In addition, if coordinates have been recorded based on a geographic coordinate system, they are converted by a projected coordinate system to intuitively notate the unit of the neighborhood search scope.

Height and depth are important information in determining the 3D location coordinates of borehole data. As boring is surveyed for a long period, the recorded height can be shown differently from the current height, and the accuracy of the measurement may also vary by the worker who measured it. Thus, as the experiment data, the height data generated from the precise DEM that can reflect reality are used [32]. While the relative height from the height toward the subsurface is recorded as depth, it can sometimes be recorded in a negative or positive value. Therefore, the absolute value of the recorded depth was first taken and then, using the height calculated above, the 3D location coordinates of borehole data are ultimately determined.

2.2. Seismic Liquefaction Assessment

Seismic liquefaction means a phenomenon in which a stable ground structure loses stability and behaves similar to water during an earthquake or other seismic events. The factor of safety against liquefaction ($F_L$) can be assessed by dividing the resistance of the foundation against liquefaction (cyclic resistance ratio; CRR) by the external force to the subsurface due to earthquake (cyclic shear stress ratio; CSR) based on the subsurface information acquired from borehole data. As such, this study produced CSR in depth by performing the 1D equivalent linear method and CRR by the Common Applications of the Seismic Design Code by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, and the Structural Foundation Design Standards by Korea Geotechnical Society [33] (Equations (1) and (2)).

\[
CRR = \left( \frac{\tau}{\sigma_v} \right)_{7.5} = \frac{1}{34} - \left( N_1 \right)_{60,cs} + \frac{\left( N_1 \right)_{60,cs}}{135} + \frac{50}{10 \cdot \left( N_1 \right)_{60,cs} + 45^2} - \frac{1}{200} \quad (1)
\]

\[
CSR = \frac{\left( \tau_{max,d} \right)}{\sigma_v'} = 0.65 \frac{\left( \alpha_{max,d} \right)}{g} \frac{\sigma_v'}{\sigma_v} \quad (2)
\]

where

- \(( N_1 )_{60,cs} \): N value that compensated the overburden load, energy efficiency of 60%, and fine content;
- \( \sigma_v \): Overburden pressure under the depth at which liquefaction is to be assessed;
- \( \sigma_v' \): Effective overburden pressure under the depth at which liquefaction is to be assessed;
- \(( \alpha_{max,d} )\): Maximum acceleration under the depth at which liquefaction is to be assessed;
- \(( \tau_{max,d} )\): Maximum shear stress under the depth at which liquefaction is to be assessed;
- \( \tau \): Shear stress subjected to the layer;
- \( g \): Gravitational acceleration.

$F_L$ is derived from the following equation using the above CSR and CRR (Equation (3)).

\[
F_L = \frac{CRR}{CSR} \quad (3)
\]

Here, $F_L$ is assessed up to 20 m of subsurface depth, and if it is over 1.0, it is determined that liquefaction vulnerability is lower; if it is less than 1.0, liquefaction vulnerability is high. As such, because $F_L$ is derived individually by depth even under the identical borehole, it becomes the 3D spatial data including XYZ coordinates.
2.3. Improved IDW Interpolation Based on 3D Search Neighborhoods

2.3.1. 3D Search Neighborhoods

Research on topology, represented by proximity, connectivity, and inclusivity, is becoming more important and more expanded as GIS is implemented from a data visualization tool to an analysis and decision-making support system [34]. 9IM (9 Intersection Model) is a model that determines the topology between binary objects (A–B) and was developed based on Egenhofer and Herring’s mathematical framework [35]. In addition, 9IM determines the eight spatial relationships (“Disjoint”, “Contains”, “Within”, “Equals”, “Touches”, “Overlaps”, “Covers”, and “Covered by”) through a $3 \times 3$ relationship matrix of three elements (Interior, Exterior, Boundary) in binary objects.

Since it was proposed, the 9IM framework has expanded into 3DE-9IM [36], DE-9IM [37], and 25IM [38] among others, and DE-9IM was adopted as ISO 19125-1 Geospatial International Standard Specification. The realization of a topology depends largely on a spatial data model. In 3D GIS, the standard data model on geometry adopted CityGML [39], and the standard data model on topology adopted IndoorGML [40], but they only deal with cases under traditional urban environments. Therefore, they are limited in being applied to other nonurban environments, such as subsurface, atmosphere, ocean, etc.

In 3D CAD systems, including GIS, B-rep (Boundary representation) is the most widely used computer graphic processing technique. B-rep also combines geometric primitives, such as node-0D, edge-1D, and face-2D to construct and express 3D objects, but does not store the topology of said object explicitly. Regardless, the reason why most 3D GIS implement B-rep is that it can immediately extract the topology between objects [41]. In this context, Ellul and Haklay proposed a method for the realization of integrating geometry and topology by implementing the 9-IM model in B-rep [42]. Therefore, this study proposed a 3D search neighborhood based on B-rep for developing a point interpolation in 3D space.

In this study, to search all directional neighborhoods, use the “Within3D” relationship with the observation data, which is included in the spheroid, generated from the unsampled location. Under the 3DE-9IM by Kim et al., the “Within3D” relationship between 3D spatial objects is defined as follows.

\[
{\begin{aligned} 
\text{Within3D}(b) & \iff (\dim(a) \leq \dim(b)) \wedge \\
& (\text{INT}(a) \cap \text{INT}(b) \neq \emptyset) \wedge \\
& (\text{INT}(a) \cap \text{EXT}(a) = \emptyset) \wedge \\
& (\text{BND}(a) \cap \text{EXT}(b) = \emptyset) \\
\equiv & \text{a. Relate}(b, "TF***F***") 
\end{aligned}}
\]

Here, the search distance of the neighborhoods is the explicit radius of the spheroid. However, since the search distance in 3D space is formed not only in a horizontal but in a vertical direction, the spheroid is generated using two parameters in the minor and major axes (Figure 4a). Moreover, in order to enhance the performance of the 3D search neighborhoods technique suggested from the study, the neighborhoods search method using bounding box is also developed, which rapidly distinguishes neighbors within the search distance (Figure 4b). Through Figures 3 and 4, it is able to compare how different the neighborhood is determined between the existing approach and the proposed 3D search neighborhood method.

2.3.2. Improved IDW Interpolation

This study applied linear interpolation by referring to the IDW function of Shepard [43]. The principle of IDW interpolation is to calculate the unknown values using the neighboring observation value and weight after determining the neighborhoods from the unsampled location. Here, the weight is set in inverse proportion to the power of the distance (Equation (4)).

\[
\lambda_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_{ij}^p} \lambda_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_{ij}^p}}
\]  

\( (4) \)
where $\lambda_i$ is the $i$th unknown value, $n$ is the number of neighborhoods, $\lambda_j$ is the $j$th known value, $d_{ij}$ is distance from the location with $i$th unknown value to the location with $j$th known value and $p$ is the power ($p > 0$, generally 2).

The distance is evaluated by the Euclidean distance in 3D vector space (Equation 5)).

$$d(a, b) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i - b_i)^2}$$

where $d$ is distance, $a_i, b_i$ are point locations to calculate the distance between two points.

The final neighborhood is determined to be the neighborhood included in the search distance, or the N-number of neighborhoods closest to the unsampled location is used in IDW interpolation. However, since the nearest neighbors in the 3D observation data are densely populated in a vertical direction and can be mostly formed in a vertical direction, an elevation exaggeration factor is set to adjust the distance scale in a vertical and horizontal directions and is used as the search distance.

When the search distance is given as the fixed parameter, two search distances separated by horizontal and vertical directions are required, which are used as the explicit radius of the spheroid according to Section 2.3.1. Here, if no neighbor exists within the spheroid, ‘NoData’ is returned.

In contrast, when determining the number of neighbors as the fixed parameter, the nearest neighbor from the estimated unsampled location is set and the interpolation is performed. In case the set neighbor is located too far away, the maximum search distance to the vertical and horizontal directions can be limited. In addition, if the number of neighbors given in the neighborhood count is not satisfactory, only the neighbors within the search distance should be used, and if no neighbor exists, “NoData” is returned.

3. Research Results

This section shows the five steps from the acquisition of borehole data to seismic liquefaction assessment, the development of an improved IDW algorithm, and 3D seismic liquefaction hazard mapping. This workflow was proposed so that different application systems could achieve consistent aims by inputting, processing, and outputting highly interoperable data formats (Figure 5), and Figure 6 shows the conceptual diagram in 3D mapping of estimation results using voxel.

1. Achieve borehole data, unify contents and format. (Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA));
2. Perform seismic liquefaction hazard assessment by using refined borehole data (MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA));
3. Apply improved IDW interpolation. However, when the estimated result consists of 'NoData', Perform IDW interpolation repeatedly on the analyzed result (Rhino/Grasshopper (Robert McNeel & Associate, Seattle, WA, USA));
4. Perform 3D seismic liquefaction hazard mapping based on the estimated results (ArcGIS Pro (Esri, Redlands, CA, USA));
5. Publish 3D web application by using mapping results (ArcGIS Online/WebApp Builder (Esri, Redlands, CA, USA)).

Figure 5. Workflow of borehole data-based seismic liquefaction hazard assessment and mapping.

Figure 6. Conceptual diagram of improved IDW results mapping.
3.1. Experiment Data

The experiment data was taken from the 899 subsurface boreholes, collected in “Songpa-gu, Seoul” from the National Geotechnical Information Portal System (https://www.geoinfo.or.kr/ (accessed on 22 July 2022)). This data is the result of the geotechnical survey and is stored with the projected coordinate system (ESPG: 5186). Due to the characteristics of borehole data, it can be shown that they are densely populated on roads, railways, apartment complexes, or civil engineering and construction sites (Figure 7). The borehole data in the National Geotechnical Information Portal System include groundwater level, geologic structure, and standard liquefaction test results by depth. Here, while groundwater level is one of the key elements in liquefaction assessment, the groundwater level record in borehole data is the observation data at a specific time of the year and does not contain seasonal variations, such as flooding or drought seasons and thus affect the precision of liquefaction assessment. Therefore, this study determined the groundwater level of the study area using the data in the normal season from the National Groundwater Information Center (https://www.gims.go.kr/ (accessed on 22 July 2022)).

![Figure 7. Borehole density in the study area.](image)

3.2. Result of Seismic Liquefaction Assessment

As a result of classifying 899 boreholes by depth, 9615 3D point data were created and these were used to assess FL in 2.2. Seven seismic waves, including the Gyeongju and Pohang earthquakes in South Korea, the Hokkaido earthquakes in Japan, and some earthquakes in the US, Greece, and Italy, were used to perform the subsurface response analysis and liquefaction assessment, and the mean value was used as the representative value. Additionally, the spectrum matching was performed for compliance with the Standard Design Response Spectrum corresponding to the return period of 2400 years, stipulated in the Common Applications of Seismic Design Code. Later, each borehole was divided into a 1 m gap by the geological information and groundwater level data for the detailed liquefaction assessment by depth, and over 20 m, it was divided into 3 m to conduct the liquefaction assessment.

3.3. Improved IDW Interpolation and Mapping

3.3.1. Development of an Improved IDW Interpolation Algorithm

In this study, the 3D search neighborhoods require generating and representing B-rep-based precise spheroid. 3D CAD systems can be divided largely into polygonal modeling and Non-Uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS) modeling. Polygonal modeling produces meshes by combining polygons (generally triangles) to express objects, which has the advantage of allowing for fast modeling but is limited in expressing curved surfaces. On the other hand, NURBS modeling is the way of creating curves with the Bézier curve and B-splines and generates a surface from these curves. It is widely used in the fields
where precision modeling is required, such as ships, cars, and architecture, among others. Therefore, this section offers the results of the algorithm development using Rhinoceros® Grasshopper, which is a NURBS-based 3D CAD system, to realize the proposed IDW interpolation method.

The first stage of the algorithm is to adjust the parameters. The developed algorithm is divided into the case in which the search distance is given (fixed distance; FD) and the case in which the number of neighbors is given (number of points; NP). Such a division implements a main role in decision making whether to limit search ‘distance’ or to limit ‘number of neighbors’ when determining the neighborhoods. For instance, it is possible to search a neighborhood within a fixed distance with a spheroid-based approach, but it is unable to strictly maintain the number of neighbors. Thus, FD has five parameters, horizontal search distance (V1), vertical search distance (V2), assessment height/depth (V3), elevation exaggeration factor (V4), and power (V5), while NP has seven parameters, the maximum search distance toggle (V1), the maximum horizontal search distance (V2), the maximum vertical search distance (V3), the number of neighbors (V4), assessment height/depth (V5), altitude exaggeration factor (V6), and power (V7).

In the second stage, the 3D grid data by altitude is produced for storing interpolation results by the given FD−V3, FD−V4, or NP−V5, NP−V6 assessment height/depth parameters. To promote the applicability of the assessment result, the study set the grid origin and size identical to 250 m grid data offered by the National Geographic Information Institute (https://map.ngii.go.kr/ (accessed on 22 July 2022)), and the altitude was set to 1 m to 20 m under the subsurface based on the PL assessment standards.

The third stage is to search for neighbors. In FD, the spheroid is formed using FD−V1 and FD−V2, and the Within3D relationship to the borehole data is processed. Later, the distance from the unsampled location to the borehole data that has the Within3D relationship is calculated, and the IDW processing is performed using FD−V5. Figure 8a shows the example of the application of the improved IDW interpolation with 250 m of the horizontal search distance, 2 m of the vertical search distance, 1 m of the assessment depth, 100 m of the elevation exaggeration factor, and 2 power as the parameters.

NP uses as the horizontal and vertical search distances the diagonal length of the assessment grid extent and NP−V3 if NP−V1 is false, or NP−V2 and NP−V3 if it is not.

![Fixed distance vs Number of points](image)

**Figure 8.** Limiting neighborhoods used for improved IDW: (a) Fixed search radius; (b) Fixed neighborhood counts.
Later, a virtual 3D box is generated in the direction of X–Y–Z axes to the given maximum search distance, and through the Within3D relationship processing, the neighbor is selected. Here, the final neighbors for interpolation are selected for up to NP – V4 based on the distance in ascending order and using NP – V5, the IDW process is performed. Figure 8b shows the example of the application of the improved IDW interpolation with 250 m of the maximum horizontal search distance, 2 m of the maximum vertical search distance, 1 m of the assessment depth, 100 m of the elevation exaggeration factor, 12 of the maximum neighbor number and 2 power as the parameters. It is shown that as opposed to FD, one neighbor is added in the diagonal direction so that four neighbors are used in IDW interpolation.

In the final stage, an Excel spreadsheet, which includes the assessment grid point coordinate, the z coordinate to which the elevation exaggeration factor was applied, IDW interpolation result, liquefaction assessment grade, and the number of neighbors, is returned. Here, the grade is 'High' if the IDW interpolation result is less than 1, 'Moderate' if it is between 1 and 2, and 'Low' if it is 2 or above. Figure 9 shows the algorithm developed in this process.

Using the developed algorithm, 12,340 assessment grids and 9615 boreholes in Songpa-gu, Seoul were used in interpolation with different parameters by NP and FD, and the results are shown in Table 1. The area with NoData is the area with no borehole data around or is far from the assessment grid, and the result showed that in the study area, NP uses the nearest neighbors most, compared to FD, which searches for neighbors within the fixed distance, and could further reduce the frequency of NoData in the resulting outcome. However, such a difference is due to the different characteristics of the methodology, and thus, there is a limit over which to decide the criteria of the interpolation performance assessment based on the frequency of NoData alone. If data is widely distributed or the observation data is lacking, NP could be an alternative. However, as the estimation is performed using the value of too faraway neighbors, it is necessary to limit the suitable search distance, and if the data is sufficiently dense, FD could produce a better outcome.

Nevertheless, frequency of 'NoData' was minimized by performing interpolation repeatedly over the estimation results when the results include 'NoData' in this study (Table 2). As the result of the experiment, repeated interpolation was applied from a
minimum of 2 to a maximum of 5 times to all the results, excluding NP−III, and it shows that as the search distance shortens, the repetition of interpolation increases.

### Table 1. Summary of 1st interpolation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H-Dist</td>
<td>V-Dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP I</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD I</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Summary of final interpolation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H-Dist</td>
<td>V-Dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP I</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD I</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.2. Mapping of Seismic Liquefaction Assessment

For the 3D mapping of the seismic liquefaction assessment results, the Excel document generated from the interpolation results is converted into vector data format in GIS (Shapefile). Here, for the effective visualization of the assessment grid densely populated in a vertical direction, the vertical coordinates in the 3D point use the altitude on which the elevation exaggeration factor was reflected. Later, the 3D mapping is completed by creating a voxel cube for each 3D point location. By the risk grade, the color of the voxel cubes is set to red, yellow, or green according to the vulnerability attribute, and the size of the cube is set by the horizontal and vertical search distances set above (Figure 10).

The biggest differentiation of the nearest neighbors analysis approach which is the most simple method in determining neighbors in a 3D environment (in this study NP−III) and the suggested spheroid-based 3D search neighborhoods is that the estimation results of proposed method efficiently reflect the vertical and horizontal anisotropy (Figure 11). The nearest neighbors approach is highly effected by neighbors on horizontal directions, whereas the suggested method generates results that maintain the direction of the data that is distributed vertically.
3.3.3. Publishing 3D Web App

OGC I3S (indexed 3D Scene Layers) Standards were designed to stream SLPK (Scene Layer Package) that contains the most heterogeneous spatial data, such as KML, KMZ, Geodatabase, Multipatch, and Shapefile, friendly to the mobile or web environment based on modern web standards [44]. These standards allow for accessing 3D GIS services on mobile or web browsers without additional plugins and are used as a method to promote user accessibility and service interoperability. Thus, this study used Esri ArcGIS Pro to convert the 3D building model and the voxel data generated above to SLPK, and using ArcGIS Online, it developed an I3S-based 3D Web App (Figure 12). The background map is displayed in 2.5D system for visualization under the subsurface, and the voxel data with seismic liquefaction vulnerability were visualized under the surface to produce realistic scenes. Furthermore, through the filtering of the risk grade categorized above, the regions with liquefaction hazard mapping could be effectively browsed.

![Vulnerability Map](image)

**Figure 10.** Improved IDW interpolation results: (a) Borehole data applied with elevation exaggeration factor; (b) NP—I; (c) NP—I; (d) NP—I; (e) FD—I; (f) FD—I.
The study proposed an interpolation method for observation data collected in 3D, such as altitude, depth, or water level, and as an example, it showed the results of the seismic liquefaction hazard assessment and mapping using borehole data. As a result, the study showed that the interpolation of 3D observation data was possible through the integration of IDW, the most widely used interpolation method, and the B-rep-based topological relationship in 3D GIS. Such an approach is advantageous in the interpolation of various attributes, such as altitude, depth, or water level, and as an example, it showed the results of the seismic liquefaction hazard assessment and mapping using borehole data. This approach effectively visualizes and provides a 3D perspective of the risk grade categorized above, the regions with liquefaction hazard mapping could be effectively browsed.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The study proposed an interpolation method for observation data collected in 3D, such as altitude, depth, or water level, and as an example, it showed the results of the seismic liquefaction hazard assessment and mapping using borehole data. As a result, the study showed that the interpolation of 3D observation data was possible through the integration of IDW, the most widely used interpolation method, and the B-rep-based topological relationship in 3D GIS. Such an approach is advantageous in the interpolation of various attributes, such as altitude, depth, or water level, and as an example, it showed the results of the seismic liquefaction hazard assessment and mapping using borehole data.
and visualization of various data observed in the real world and can contribute to the expansion of 3D GIS applications. The following is the proposal for improvement plans for the comparison and review of the developed outcomes to the previous research and further application to future research.

Concerning the 3D IDW interpolation, this study is significant in that it expanded the neighborhood search, the distance calculation, and the interpolation performed in the 2D space to the 3D space. However, the study did not quantitatively evaluate the results of the improved IDW interpolation, and therefore, it is necessary to discuss such results in the future.

Concerning 3D search neighborhoods, this study performed a searching topology relationship with the observed data by visualizing the spheroid or box according to the given search distance in the B-rep structure. This is an expansion of the 2D search neighborhoods to a 3D environment and was proposed by considering the characteristics of data densely populated in a vertical direction. A similar concept can be found in the Empirical Bayesian Kriging 3D offered by Esri [45]. This interpolation method determines neighbors by visualizing a sphere that has an identical distance to all axes, and based on the user’s definition, it can also determine neighbors by identifying sectors. Such an approach is used in identifying neighbors in an independent space and can be efficiently applied to the observation data affected by direction. Such an approach is used in identifying neighbors in an independent space and can be efficiently applied to the observation data affected by direction. For example, local atmospheric environment data has various directions of wind angles, and wind field estimation based on this data can be useful in various simulations [46].

Concerning seismic liquefaction hazard assessment, generally, it assesses FL to evaluate the occurrence of liquefaction by depth on one spot. However, in the case of the liquefaction hazard map that deals with a small-scale map, it uses the liquefaction potential index (LPI), which is produced by multiplying and integrating FL with the inverse weighting value of depth. Since LPI provides liquefaction potential on the ground surface, it can evaluate the liquefaction potential of facilities located on the ground. However, in South Korea, where underground space is actively used, it is necessary to conduct liquefaction potential assessments not only on facilities on the ground but also on underground facilities. Therefore, this study performed 3D liquefaction hazard mapping through improved interpolation based on FL by depth. Such 3D mapping results can be used as the criteria showing the subsurface liquefaction potential and also in selecting the target regions for an earthquake preparedness/response plan.

Concerning interpolation and mapping workflow, the study proposed the workflow aiming to integrate the functions of various S/W through the link among widely used file systems and standard data formats, such as Excel spreadsheet, Shapefile, and SLPK among others. While such an approach can be effectively used when no standard workflow exists, it is limited in terms of data duplication and S/W maintenance. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a 3D interpolation method that allows for integrated data processing and mapping in a single system.

Regarding processing performance, this study focused on the creation of precise B-rep objects and analyzing topology relationships via NURBS modeling, and therefore, the developed algorithm did not go through the optimization process. As such, when a large data set is input, writing results take a long time. Therefore, it is necessary to propose an improved algorithm with the concept of the 3D search neighborhoods from the perspective of algorithm performance.
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